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ABSTRACT
The standard approach adopted by software middleboxes to use multiple cores has long been to direct packets to cores at flow granularity. This, however, has significant shortcomings. First, it is inefficient, since it cannot use all cores when there is a small number of concurrent flows—which happens frequently. Second, asymmetry in flow distribution causes unfairness even with a larger number of flows. Yet, the current trend of higher-speed links and core-richer CPUs only aggravates these problems. In this paper, we propose a natural alternative: that middleboxes should direct packets to cores at a finer granularity. Our system, Sprayer, solves the fundamental problems of per-flow solutions and addresses the new challenges of handling shared flow state that come with packet spraying. Sprayer builds on the observation that most middleboxes only update flow state when connections start or finish; ensuring that all control packets from the same TCP connection are processed in the same core. We show that, when compared to the per-flow alternative, Sprayer significantly improves fairness and seamlessly uses the entire capacity, even when there is a single flow.

1 INTRODUCTION
Today middleboxes are a primary component of both enterprise and ISP networks [38, 40]. Middleboxes allow network operators to deploy a wide range of network functions (NFs), such as NATs, firewalls, and load balancers. Yet, the cost and lack of flexibility of purpose-built hardware middleboxes are pushing operators to software running on commodity servers [14]. Moving to software, however, does not come for free. Software middleboxes have significant overhead and often need to use multiple CPU cores [23, 30, 32, 35, 39, 41, 42]—or even multiple hosts [18, 28, 35, 37, 45]—to achieve line rates. Moreover, the rapid increase of network link capacities only exacerbates this need.

When using multiple cores, middleboxes must determine which core to direct packets to. Today, this is often done using Receive-Side Scaling (RSS). RSS is a feature of multi-queue NICs that directs packets to different cores using a hash of the five-tuple. Doing so, all packets from the same flow end up in the same core. The reasons for coupling packets from the same flow are twofold. First, processing same-flow packets sequentially avoids packet reordering. Second, having same-flow packets processed in the same core simplifies flow state handling. RSS, however, has significant shortcomings. It is inefficient, since it cannot use all the available cores when the number of concurrent flows is small—which happens frequently in real workloads (§2). Moreover, since RSS directs flows to cores using a hash of the five-tuple, hash collisions cause asymmetry in flow distribution. This results in unfairness even with a larger number of flows (§5).

Interestingly, the same problem appears in a different context. Datacenter networks use per-flow Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) to direct packets to different paths. Like RSS, ECMP directs all packets from the same flow to the same path and, as such, has similar shortcomings [9]. The problems with ECMP have led many [11, 13, 15, 21, 47] to consider load-balancing packets to paths ignoring their flows. This approach, known as packet spraying, introduces reordering but, because datacenter networks have paths with low and very similar latencies, the amount of reordering is not enough to significantly harm TCP [15]. In face of these similarities, in this work we ask the following question: can software middleboxes also benefit from load balancing packets at a finer granularity?

To answer this question we introduce Sprayer, a framework for developing network functions using packet spraying. Sprayer cleverly uses features of commodity NICs to spray packets to cores without software intervention. Moreover, it equips NFs with abstractions for handling flow states. Sprayer’s flow state abstractions build on the observation that most NFs only update flow state when connections start or finish (§3.2). Therefore, by directing packets at the beginning or end of the same TCP connection (connection packets) to the same core, we ensure that only this core will need to modify the state for this connection. This avoids the introduction of synchronization primitives that would impact performance.

We conduct preliminary experiments to understand how effective Sprayer is in comparison to RSS. Similar to the datacenter observations, we find that the low difference in delay between packets processed in different cores is not enough to significantly impair TCP performance. Moreover, we observe that the overall TCP throughput remains consistent for
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both low and high number of concurrent flows. Therefore, for the typical number of concurrent flows found in real workloads, Sprayer greatly improves TCP throughput. Further, we show that Sprayer also improves fairness, even with a higher number of flows.

2 MOTIVATION

To motivate the need for packet spraying in middleboxes, we begin with a quick analysis of real packet traces. We want to understand how diverse is the traffic at the small time frame that packets stay inside a middlebox.

We use a 48 hour trace of a highly-utilized 1 Gbps backbone link [7] captured in May 2018. The trace does not contain payloads, we determine packet sizes using the “Total Length” field of the IP header. Figure 1 shows the CDF of TCP flow sizes as well as the distribution of bytes across these flows. There are few large flows, but they are responsible for the majority of the traffic. Flows with more than 10 MB account for more than 75% of the traffic. This confirms the long observed “elephants and mice” phenomenon of Internet traffic [19].

The effectiveness of RSS on middleboxes depends on the number of concurrent flows. If this number is large enough, RSS uses all cores with high probability. Although the number of ongoing TCP connections can be very large, if we consider only the number of flows active in the small amount of time it takes for a packet to be processed by a middlebox, this assumption no longer holds.

To measure concurrent flows, we use a 150 µs window. This window is 10 times the largest 99th percentile RTT we found in our experiments (85). This RTT is also comparable to the one measured by previous work [20, 36, 41]. Since the actual time a packet takes to be processed by the middlebox is certainly less than the RTT, the number of concurrent flows we report is a strict upper bound.

Figure 2 presents the CDF of the number of concurrent TCP flows. The median number of concurrent flows is only 4 and the 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile is 14. The level of concurrency among large flows is even smaller. If we only consider flows with more than 10 MB, the median number of concurrent flows is 1 and the 99\textsuperscript{th} percentile is 6. Yet, as we have seen, these flows account for the majority of the traffic, which indicates a poor degree of statistical multiplexing.

Since these results are for a backbone link, we expect them to include more concurrent flows than the traffic of an enterprise network. Indeed, we repeated the same analysis on traffic at our lab’s Internet gateway and on the M57 traces [2] (used by some previous work on middleboxes [28, 39]) and found even fewer concurrent flows.

3 DESIGN

We now turn to the design of Sprayer. First we describe the challenges of processing sprayed packets. Then we present an architecture that deals with these challenges. Finally, we delve into a simple programming model used by NFs implemented on top of Sprayer.

There are two main challenges in the design of Sprayer: spraying packets to different cores and handling flow states.

3.1 How to spray packets?

When processing packets in a multi-core system, one has to choose between software and hardware packet classification. As depicted in Figure 3, the hardware technique consists of using multi-queue NICs, which are common today, to classify and direct packets to each core. The software alternative is to direct all packets to a single core and let software choose the destination cores. Using hardware classification offers better performance and is usually the preferred method [38, 39]. Since current NICs do not offer support for spraying packets to cores, one might be tempted to turn to software-based classification. Fortunately, we discovered a way of spraying packets using Flow Director, a functionality found in many commodity NICs [24, 25]. We delay the implementation details to §4. For now, it is sufficient to know that the NIC randomly delivers TCP packets to cores.

3.2 How to handle flow state?

The traditional approach of sending all the packets from the same connection to the same core has the benefit that flow states are partitionable and each core only has to keep state for its flows. Partitionable state is often desirable as it avoids the penalty of enforcing cache coherence, as well as the use of synchronization primitives (e.g., locks). When we blindly spray packets from the same flow across all cores, we lose this property. What we observe, however, is that we get similar benefits if we only provide writing partition. As long as we
Table 1: Example of state scope and access pattern of some popular stateful NFs. Most NFs only update flow states when connections start or finish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NF</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Access Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAT, IPv4 to IPv6</td>
<td>Flow map</td>
<td>Per-flow</td>
<td>R  RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firewall</td>
<td>Connection context</td>
<td>Per-flow</td>
<td>R  RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Balancer</td>
<td>Flow-server map</td>
<td>Per-flow</td>
<td>R  RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic Monitor</td>
<td>Connection context</td>
<td>Per-flow</td>
<td>-  RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy Elimination</td>
<td>Packet cache</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>Automata</td>
<td>Per-flow</td>
<td>RW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to provide writing partition, we depart from the observation that many NFs only change flow state when TCP connections start or finish. Table 1 shows the scope (per-flow or global state) and access pattern (read or write at every packet or flow) for some popular stateful NFs. Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is the only NF in the list that needs to update flow state for every packet. Of course, some NFs also need to update global state for every packet. Although this issue also has the potential to affect performance, it is not specific to Sprayer, traditional approaches [18, 37, 39, 45] must also deal with shared global state. Moreover—at least in the case of statistics—looser consistency is often tolerable, which helps to reduce the problem [45].

We make a distinction between connection packets and regular packets. Connection packets are those that have potential to modify TCP state (packets flagged with SYN, FIN, or RST), while regular packets are all the others. Moreover, we say that every flow has a designated core. We determine the designated core for a given flow calculating a hash of its five-tuple. By default, we use a hash function that maps upstream and downstream flows from the same TCP connection to the same designated core. Sprayer enforces writing partition by keeping flow states in their designated cores while making sure that all connection packets from a given flow are processed in their designated core.

3.3 Architecture

Figure 4 shows an overview of Sprayer’s architecture. The key idea is to separate the NF code that handles connection packets from the code that handles regular ones. All cores run identical threads and have their own flow tables. Moreover, cores can only write to their local flow tables, but can read from any. This ensures writing partition.

After the NIC delivers a packet, Sprayer checks whether it is a connection packet. It then processes regular packets in the core they arrive but redirects connection packets to ring buffers in their designated cores—unless the designated core is the same as the current one (core picker in Figure 4). Note that Sprayer does not transfer the entire packet to other cores, it transfers packet descriptors. Also note that if NICs were able to deliver connection packets to cores based on their five-tuples, while spraying the others, Sprayer would not need to transfer those packets.2

For performance reasons, we use batches of packets whenever possible. For example, if we need to transfer more than one packet to the same core, we send them in a batch. Moreover, segregating the code that handles connection packets from the code that handles regular packets allows us to deliver batches of pre-classified packets to these functions. In the case of the function that processes connection packets, packets from both local and foreign cores can be placed in the same batch. This segregation also makes sense from an NF programmer’s standpoint, as we will see next.

3.4 Programming Model

An NF built using Sprayer must implement two packet-handler functions. The connection_packets function receives connection packets and contains logic to deal with opening or closing connections. As it is guaranteed to receive all connection packets for a given flow, it can store state for this flow in its local flow table. Later, since the designated core is deterministic, a regular_packets function from any core that needs this state knows where to look.

Sprayer abstracts flow state accesses with its flow state API (Table 2). There are functions to remove or insert state in the local flow table as well as to retrieve local or global flow states. Only local states are modifiable. When the NF calls get_flow with a specific flow id, Sprayer determines its designated core and retrieves the flow state from its flow table. Note that the constness of the flow entry returned by the get_flow function is only lightly enforced, we use a C pointer to a const variable. Although removing this

Figure 4: Overview of Sprayer from the perspective of a single core. Regular packets are processed locally, while connection packets may be transferred to other cores.
### 4 IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented Sprayer on top of DPDK [1], taking advantage of many state-of-the-art optimizations, such as polling and batching. In order to make the NIC spray packets we also had to modify DPDK’s ixgbe driver [5]. At first glance, it may seem impossible to spray packets using existing commodity NICs, since they do not offer this functionality [24, 25]. We, however, circumvent this limitation using Flow Director [24], a feature of Intel NICs designed to associate specific sets of flows to queues. We use Flow Director in an unconventional manner: instead of matching flows, we configure it such that packets are directed to queues using the checksum field of the TCP header. Since the checksum field looks random, TCP packets are uniformly distributed across queues regardless of their flows. In contrast, non-TCP packets fail to match any rules and fall back to traditional RSS, in which the NIC directs packets to cores using a hash of the five-tuple. All non-TCP packets are processed in the core they arrive, with no need for redirection.

A major problem with Flow Director—and the reason many others have done it already [27, 31, 36]—instead, we argue that Sprayer’s flow state abstractions are simple to use and can be incorporated to other solutions.³

We use a simple implementation of a NAT to demonstrate how to use Sprayer’s flow state abstractions (Figure 5). For brevity, we only consider TCP packets, and omit variable declarations and flow removal logic. Moreover, a real implementation will use batches of packets instead of separately handling each. The `connection_packets` function, upon receiving the first `SYN` packet from a TCP connection, selects a port from a global pool (line 10) and uses `insert_local_flow` to save this translation in the local flow table (lines 17–18). Since the designated core is the same for both sides of the same TCP connection, the NAT can also store the translation for the other side (lines 24–25). NAT then treats all the packets that come after (including `SYN-ACK`) as regular packets. The `regular_packets` function only has to retrieve the translation using `get_flow` (line 30) and use it to update the packet header (line 37).

Sprayer API also helps NFs that need to record statistics but tolerate looser consistency. These NFs can keep statistics for all flows in every core and periodically aggregate them in their designated cores—similar to the logging mechanism of existing systems (e.g., Bro Cluster [43]).

In addition to packet handlers, Sprayer allows NFs to implement an initialization function. Besides initialization work (e.g., memory allocation), NFs can use this function to set parameters that Sprayer will use in its own initialization, such as the size of the flow table and its entries. Stateless NFs can also set a flag to disable flow state features, i.e., flow tables and the redirection of connection packets.

³Note that legacy NFs may need to be rewritten to use Sprayer.

### Table 2: Flow state API.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>insert_local_flow(flow_id)</td>
<td>Insert flow entry in local table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remove_local_flow(flow_id)</td>
<td>Remove flow entry from local table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_local_flow(flow_id)</td>
<td>Retrieve modifiable flow entry from local table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_flow(flow_id)</td>
<td>Retrieve unmodifiable flow entry from its designated core</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 5: Sample implementation of a NAT. Sprayer’s API functions and packet handlers are in bold.
5 EVALUATION

This section presents a preliminary evaluation of Sprayer. We run experiments on a testbed with two servers connected back-to-back. One server functions as a traffic generator and the other as a middlebox. The middlebox server is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPUs, each of which has 8 cores with 2.0 GHz clock, and 256 GB of RAM (equally divided among all memory channels). The traffic-generator server is equipped with a single Intel Core i7-7700 CPU and 32 GB of RAM. Moreover, both servers have an Intel 82599ES 10 GbE NIC [24] and run Linux 4.9.0-5. We configure the RSS hash function to direct upstream and downstream flows from the same connection to the same core [44].

To systematically emulate NFs with different complexities, we implement a simple NF on top of Sprayer. This NF creates a new entry in the flow table at every new connection. Moreover, for every packet it receives, it retrieves the flow state, modifies the header, and busy loops for a given number of cycles. We vary the number of cycles from 0 up to 10,000 (the maximum number of cycles per packet among the NFs surveyed by [42]). The NF uses 8 cores in all experiments.

When measuring processing rate, we use MoonGen [16] to generate 64 B TCP packets with variable payload content, and therefore variable checksum. When measuring TCP throughput, we use Iperf3 [4] to create real TCP connections. Our results use the standard Linux TCP implementation (CUBIC), without any kind of tuning. Unless otherwise noted, error bars represent one standard deviation.

How much can Sprayer improve performance? The maximum improvement caused by Sprayer happens when there is a single flow. Figure 6(a) shows the processing rate as a function of per-packet processing cycles for a single flow. As expected, when we increase the number of cycles spent on each packet, the processing rate decreases. Somewhat unexpectedly though, Sprayer’s processing rate is limited to about 10 Mpps. This, however, is not fundamental and is a limitation of the 82599 NIC when using Flow Director. For less trivial NFs, the fact that Sprayer uses all cores allows it to process significantly more packets than RSS. Since Sprayer may reorder packets, improving processing rate does not necessarily improve TCP throughput. Figure 6(b) alleviates this concern by measuring the throughput of a real TCP connection.

How does the number of flows impact Sprayer? The performance of Sprayer is consistent regardless of the number of concurrent flows. We repeat the same experiments fixing the number of processing cycles per packet in 10,000 while increasing the number of flows. Sources and destinations change randomly at every execution. Figure 7 compares the processing rate and TCP throughput of RSS and Sprayer, for an increasing number of concurrent flows. We find that RSS shows considerably worse throughput for a small number of flows and a slightly better throughput for a sufficiently large number of flows. Since the processing rate between the two is similar for a large number of flows, we attribute the difference in TCP throughput to packet reordering. Furthermore, if we consider the small number of concurrent flows in a typical workload (Figure 2), Sprayer is faster most of the time.

Does Sprayer impact latency? Since Sprayer spreads packets from the same flow across all cores, packets from the same flow are processed in parallel. This ends up reducing latency. Figure 8 compares the 99th percentile round trip time when using RSS and Sprayer to process 64 B packets at 70% load for a single flow.

Does Sprayer impact fairness? Sprayer eliminates the fairness problem caused by hash collisions. Since all flows get to share all cores equally, they all receive the same share. Figure 9 reports the average Jain’s fairness index [26] across all runs. Error bars represent the minimum and maximum observations. While Sprayer consistently achieves fair throughput
We now point to Sprayer’s limitations and outline questions that should be further investigated.

**Summary.** Our experiments indicate that spraying packets across cores is a valid approach for software middleboxes. It improves fairness and provides consistent performance, regardless of the number of flows. What remains to be answered is how well Sprayer interacts with other TCP implementations. Moreover, although the NF used in our experiments operates similarly to a real NF, we plan to extend our evaluation to real NFs implemented on top of Sprayer.

**6 RELATED WORK**

As already mentioned, there are multiple works that use packet spraying to improve both efficiency and fairness in datacenter networks [11, 13, 15, 21, 47]. Yet, Sprayer is the first to bring this concept to software middleboxes. Although the basic idea is similar, the implications are different. One of the challenges of using packet spraying in datacenters is to ensure that it keeps working in the presence of asymmetries caused by link failures. In middleboxes, this problem does not exist. Instead, flow state sharing is the main concern.

Many previous works have also investigated NF state so as to scale NFs to multiple hosts [18, 28, 35, 37, 45]. Despite these solutions being orthogonal to our work, they have identified similar flow-state-access patterns as we did. Moreover, one of these solutions, StatelessNF [28], moves all NF state (per-flow and global) to a remote server, which is an elegant approach to simplifying scalability and failure recovery. Although StatelessNF could potentially replace Sprayer’s flow state abstractions, it requires non-commodity technology (InfiniBand). Moreover, accessing remote states increases latency and requires extra CPU cycles [45].

Some attempts have also been made to improve middlebox efficiency when packets need to go through multiple NFs (NF chaining). NFP [41] and ParaBox [48] explore parallelism by processing the same packet in NFs located in different cores at the same time. These solutions, however, are specific to NF chaining and can only work for some configurations. Moreover, they require at least two inter-core transfers for every packet. Also related to NF chaining, NFVnice [32] improves fairness among NFs running on the same core, but makes no effort to improve fairness among flows.

Finally, mOS [27] has focused on creating abstractions for stateful flow processing. It keeps track of TCP state machines and let NFs implement handlers, which are triggered in the presence of events (e.g., new TCP connection). This is complementary to Sprayer’s flow state abstractions, that facilitate flow state access in the presence of packet spraying.

**7 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK**

We now point to Sprayer’s limitations and outline questions that should be further investigated.

**NF deployability:** Sprayer’s programming model can be used to implement NFs that do not need to update flow state in the middle of a flow (e.g., NAT, firewall, load balancer, traffic monitor). However, not every NF fits this model. Some NFs that perform DPI, for example, need to support cross-packet pattern matching. Although they can be made to work with out-of-order packets [46], implementing them on top of Sprayer would require that cores share their state machines. Another example of NFs incompatible with Sprayer are transparent web proxies and caches. The reason being that an HTTP request may be split among different TCP packets and end up going to different cores. Since transparent proxies are incompatible with HTTPS—which now accounts for more than 70% of loaded web pages [3, 6]—we do not see this as a major drawback.

**Programmable NICs:** We constrained our design to work on commodity hardware. However, the rise of programmable NICs [8, 12, 17] creates further opportunities. We could program NICs to direct connection packets to designated cores, reducing some of Sprayer’s overhead. Also, inspired by previous work on datacenter networks [10, 22, 29], we may configure NICs to direct packets to cores using flowlets. Which can bring advantages, such as reduced packet reordering.

**Scalability with more cores:** Although an increase in the number of CPU cores should increase Sprayer’s advantage over RSS, it also has the potential to increase packet reordering. Therefore, it may be wise to only spray packets from a particular flow to a limited subset of cores [34]. We intend to test this hypothesis in future work using programmable NICs.

**Elastic scaling to multiple hosts:** In this work we focused on improving utilization of a single host. In some situations, however, NFs need to scale to multiple hosts [28, 35, 37, 45]. We can also scale Sprayer to multiple hosts, as long as packets from the same flow are not sprayed across different hosts. Moreover, proposals like S6 [45], that advocates using a Distributed Shared Object (DSO) to share state among hosts, could also be used to scale Sprayer.

**Different transport protocols:** At our current implementation, Sprayer only sprays TCP packets; other packets continue to be directed to cores using RSS. This avoids the potential problems packet reordering causes to some UDP applications (e.g., VoIP [29]). More elaborated classification could be made to spray only some UDP flows. QUIC [33], for example, runs on top of UDP and by design is more resilient to packet reordering than TCP.
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